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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel, in-depth approach of analyzing the
differences in writing style between two famous Romanian orators, based on
automated textual complexity indices for Romanian language. The considered
authors are: (a) Mihai Eminescu, Romania’s national poet and a remarkable
journalist of his time, and (b) Ion C. Brătianu, one of the most important
Romanian politicians from the middle of the 18th century. Both orators have a
common journalistic interest consisting in their desire to spread the word about
political issues in Romania via the printing press, the most important public
voice at that time. In addition, both authors exhibit writing style particularities,
and our aim is to explore these differences through our ReaderBench framework
that computes a wide range of lexical and semantic textual complexity indices
for Romanian and other languages. The used corpus contains two collections of
speeches for each orator that cover the period 1857–1880. The results of this
study highlight the lexical and cohesive textual complexity indices that reflect
very well the differences in writing style, measures relying on Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) semantic models.
Keywords: Writing style ! Textual complexity for Romanian language
Comparable corpora ! Famous orators
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1 Introduction
Automated evaluation of writing styles represents a challenge among linguistics and
emphasizes the importance of technology in order to facilitate research on language. In
addition, quantifying differences between speeches in different languages and between
authors has become a trending topic in the ﬁeld of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
The equivalent manual analysis is an extremely time consuming process that requires
highly skilled annotators, especially in linguistics. Prior research has proposed methods
for creating sets of comparable corpora [1–5] that contain similar texts across multiple
languages, genres and authors, which can later on be used to assess linguistic
differences.
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The novelty of this study is reflected in its focus to compare emblematic writing
styles of two Romanian authors who marked our society and its transition towards a
more transparent system. Vianu, a famous Romanian literary critic, highlighted the
problem of theoretical stylistics, namely the dual intention within language: to communicate and to reflect [6]. The expressiveness found in different variations of writing
styles makes its presence felt in the reflective dimension of communication. According
to Coteanu [7], a word’s expressiveness is latent and can be inferred from context, thus
emphasizing the importance of cohesion in terms of discourse representation. This is
the case of the particularly expressive journalistic texts pertaining to the two selected
authors: Mihai Eminescu and Ion C. Brătianu, whose speeches are representative for
Romanian oratory.
Mihai Eminescu, known as Romania’s national poet, was instructed in Vienna and
is one of the most important journalistic voices of his time. In fact, we speak of three
different journalistic stages [8]: (a) the ﬁrst stage, until his entry in the Junimea society
in 1876; (b) the Iasi period that includes his work for the Curierul de Iaşi publication;
(c) his activity for the Timpul newspaper between 1877 and 1883. During the previous
stages, there are no concrete differences of structure or writing style, but rather tones,
thickenings or blurs in his political ideas. Ion C. Brătianu [9, 10] was an important
Romanian politician, instructed in Paris, whose main concern was to draw the attention
of political circles in France to support the cause of Romanians and their national
aspirations. The considered collection of journalistic texts coincides with the period
when he returned from exile, after nine years, while being involved as the Minister of
several Ministries (Finances, Internal Affairs, or War) within the Romanian United
Principalities (Moldavia and Wallachia). Furthermore, in 1875 he laid the foundations
of the Liberal National Party. Brătianu’s speech could be easily recognized due to his
preeminent ideas of national consciousness and democratic values, such as individual
freedom and social equality.
In order to explore the oratorical styles of both Romanian personalities, we rely on
a previously validated textual complexity model, integrated in our ReaderBench
framework [11–14], adapted for Romanian language [12], that addresses multiple
facets of text difﬁculty and comprehension [11]: text features (e.g., length, structure or
use of punctuation) [15], textual formality (e.g., vocabulary, slang, phrasal verbs, use of
idiomatic language, and so on) [16], and textual styles (e.g., simple/complex sentences,
stylistic markers, cohesion, etc.) [17]. The selected textual complexity indices, presented in detail later on, are reflective of each author’s writing style and address
different layers of discourse analysis, namely lexical structure and semantics, with
emphasis on cohesion. Analyses of writing styles in Romanian language are not singular as they became constituent parts in the current trends of interpreting language
facts [18–21], but this study represent a ﬁrst automated in-depth comparison of famous
Romanian speeches.
This paper is structured as follows: section two provides details on the used corpus
and of the automated method employed through the ReaderBench framework. Section three presents results and corresponding discussions, while the last section highlights conclusions and future work.
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2 Automated Assessment of Writing Style
In this section we present the analyzed corpus structured into 2 collections of texts by
Eminescu and Brătianu, as well as the textual complexity indices from ReaderBench
framework used to characterize each author’s writing style.
2.1

Corpus Selection

Our linguistic analysis is focused on exploring the differences in writing styles between
the two Romanian personalities from the 19th century (more speciﬁcally 1857–1880).
This was a period in which Romania was becoming a well-deﬁned nation in the
European political context; thus, the speeches had a strong nationalist tone and the
shared emotional load had a high impact on the population. Many of the texts were
preceded by corresponding public speeches as oratory in public spaces was the best
communication channel at the time. Our corpus was built starting from newspaper
articles and contains around 139,000 lexical tokens (see Table 1). The articles were
converted from PDF format into plain text using Optical Character Recognition software, followed by manual corrections on the raw texts.
Table 1. General corpus statistics.
Orators
Period
M. Eminescu 1877–1880
I. C. Brătianu 1857–1875
Total

2.2

N docs N words Newspaper sources
65
80,193 Pressa, România liberă, Românul(u), Timpul
45
58,237 Românul, Monitorul Oﬁcial
110
138,430

Indices of Writing Style

Three main categories of textual complexity indices computed by the ReaderBench
framework were adapted for Romanian and are used to reflect speciﬁc traits of writing
style for each orator [12]. First, at surface analysis, ReaderBench makes use of the
proxes (i.e., computer approximations of text difﬁculty) initially developed by Page
[22, 23]. Our model integrates the most representative and commonly used proxes
in automated essay grading systems [23, 24], for example: average word/phrase/
paragraph length in characters, average unique/content words (dictionary forms that are
not stopwords) per phrase or paragraph, average number of commas per sentence or
paragraph. Entropy, derived from Shannon’s Information Theory [25, 26], is also a
relevant metric for quantifying word or character diversity. While word entropy reflects
a more varied vocabulary and is related to an increased working memory as more
concepts are introduced to the reader, character entropy is a language speciﬁc characteristic [27].
Second, semantic analysis is centered on cohesion and represents the core of our
model. According to McNamara et al. [28], textual complexity is strongly related to
cohesion in terms of comprehension, due to the fact that the reader must create a
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coherent mental representation of the underlying information (i.e., the situation model
[29]). Thus, the lack of cohesion flow can increase the difﬁculty of a text [30] as readers
can easily loose interest by ﬁnding text segments too unrelated one to another. In order
to evaluate local and global cohesion, our model uses Cohesion Network Analysis
(CNA) [31] to compute cohesion as the average semantic similarity [32, 33] at the
following levels: intra-paragraph (between sentences of each paragraph),
inter-paragraph (between any pair of paragraphs), or adjacency/transition from one
paragraph or sentence to the next one. Cohesion between any two text segments is
estimated as the average value of the cosine similarity in Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) vector spaces [34, 35] and the inverse of the Jensen Shannon dissimilarity
(JSD) [36] between Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic distributions [37, 38].
Both models are based on the bag-of-words approach and reflect co-occurrence patterns
from an initial training text corpora. For this study, LSA and LDA semantic models
were trained on a Romanian corpus of more than 2 million content words covering
journalistic texts, literature, politics, science and religion.
LSA uses a sparse term-document matrix that contains for each word a normalized
number of its occurrences within a given document (for example, log-entropy, term
frequency-inverse document frequency). The dimensionality of this matrix is reduced
by projecting the resulting matrices from the Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) [39] on the most important k dimensions. Words and documents are compared
using a cosine distance between their vector representations in the projected semantic
space. LDA is a generative probabilistic model based on topic distributions. A topic is a
Dirichlet distribution [40] over the vocabulary in which thematically related concepts
are grouped together based on co-occurrence patterns in the training text corpora. CNA
also provides a scoring mechanism for quantifying the importance of each analysis
element (sentence, paragraph or entire document) based on the relevance of the
underlying content words [41]. This is useful for evaluating the impact of individual
sentences in relation to the whole document. In addition to the cohesion-centered
discourse representation, speciﬁc discourse connectors and conjuncts for Romanian
language are also identiﬁed using cue phrases in order to evaluate the degree of
discourse elaboration, based on the following categories: coordinating connectives;
logical connectors; semi and quasi coordinators; conjunctions; disjunctions; simple and
complex subordinators; addition, contrasts, sentence linking, order, reference, reason
and purpose constructs.
Third, word complexity is focused on evaluating each word’s difﬁculty from
multiple perspectives of discourse analysis: (a) distance in characters between the word
stem, the lemma and the inflected form, (in general, multiple preﬁxes and sufﬁxes
increase the difﬁculty a certain word), (b) distinguishability approximated as the
inverse document frequency from the Romanian text corpora, and (c) the word polysemy count from the Romanian WordNet [42] (words with multiple senses tend to be
more difﬁcult to comprehend).
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3 Results and Discussions
Statistical analyses were performed to investigate the differences in the writing styles of
journalistic texts produced by the two famous Romanian orators. As mentioned in the
previous section, our analyses were focused on lexical and semantic properties of the
journalistic texts. First, all variable indices reported by ReaderBench were checked for
normality and those that demonstrated non-normality were removed. Multicollinearity
was then assessed as pair-wise correlations (r > .70); if writing style properties
demonstrated multicollinearity, the index that demonstrated the strongest effect in the
model was retained for the ﬁnal analysis (see Table 2 for ﬁnal list of indices and their
descriptive statistics). As it was expected, character entropy is a language feature and
there are no signiﬁcant differences between authors.
Table 2. General statistics.
Index

M (SD)
M. Eminescu
(N = 65)
Average word length
3.88 (0.23)
Standard deviation in word letters
2.67 (0.18)
Average words per sentence
31.20 (8.54)
Standard deviation in unique words per 5.53 (1.22)
sentence
Word entropy
5.41 (0.22)
Character entropy
2.71 (0.02)
Average difference between word and
1.32 (0.17)
stem
Average word polysemy count
5.66 (0.75)
Average sentence score
0.55 (0.27)
Average sentence-paragraph cohesion
0.70 (0.09)
(LSA)
Average sentence-paragraph cohesion
0.82 (0.10)
(LDA)
Average intra-paragraph cohesion
0.16 (0.07)
(LSA)
Average intra-paragraph cohesion
0.41 (0.07)
(LDA)

M (SD)
I.C. Brătianu
(N = 45)
3.68 (0.2)
2.56 (0.13)
33.87 (10.11)
5.50 (1.54)

M (SD)
Corpus
(N = 110)
3.8 (0.24)
2.63 (0.17)
32.29 (9.26)
5.52 (1.35)

5.29 (0.28)
2.71 (0.02)
1.33 (0.20)

5.36 (0.25)
2.71 (0.02)
1.32 (0.18)

6.24 (0.89)
0.75 (0.27)
0.65 (0.10)

5.89 (0.86)
0.63 (0.28)
0.68 (0.10)

0.73 (0.11)

0.79 (0.12)

0.22 (0.07)

0.19 (0.08)

0.46 (0.05)

0.43 (0.07)

Afterwards, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) [43, 44] was conducted to examine whether the lexical and semantic properties of the journalistic texts
differed between the two famous Romanian orators. Box’s M test (104.308) of equality
of covariance matrices was not signiﬁcant, p(.017) > a(.001), indicating that there are
no signiﬁcant differences between the covariance matrices. For all the variables presented in Table 3, Levene’s test of equality of error variances is not signiﬁcant
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(p > .05); therefore, the MANOVA assumption that the variances of each variable are
equal across the groups is met. There was a signiﬁcant difference among the two
authors, Wilks’ k = .0.512, F(11,98) = 8.498, p < .001 and partial η2 = .488. The
textual complexity indices from Table 3 presented in descending order of effect size
denote the variables that were signiﬁcantly different between the two orators.
Sentence-paragraph cohesion in both LSA and LDA semantic models capture the
average resemblance between each constituent phrase and its corresponding paragraph
(i.e., local cohesion with the main idea of the paragraph), whereas intra-paragraph
cohesion measures the cohesion between each pair of phrases of the same paragraph
(i.e., local cohesion in-between phrases). Corroborated with Fig. 1, we can observe that
Eminescu uses in general more elaborated words (higher length), fewer, but more
diverse words per sentence, as well as more self-contained and cohesive paragraphs.
Table 3. Tests of between-subjects effects for signiﬁcantly different indices.
Index

df

Average word length
Average sentence-paragraph
cohesion (LDA)
Average intra-paragraph cohesion
(LSA)
Average sentence score
Standard deviation in word letters
Average word polysemy count
Average sentence-paragraph
cohesion (LSA)

(a)

F

p

1
1

Mean
square
1.096
0.239

23.705
20.500

<.001
<.001

Partial Eta
squared
.180
.160

1

0.094

19.455

<.001

.153

1
1
1
1

1.064
0.363
8.935
0.063

14.958
14.174
13.551
7.004

<.001
<.001
<.001
.009

.122
.116
.111
.061

(b)

Fig. 1. Comparative views of writing styles reflected in textual complexity indices applied on
the journalistic texts of both orators.
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A stepwise Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) was performed to predict the
author of a given text based on the underlying writing style properties. The DFA
retained ﬁve variables as signiﬁcant predictors (Average sentence-paragraph cohesion
- LDA, Average words per sentence, Average intra-paragraph cohesion - LSA,
Average word polysemy count, Average word length) and removed the remaining
variables as non-signiﬁcant predictors.
The results prove that the DFA using these ﬁve indices signiﬁcantly differentiated
the texts pertaining to the two authors, Wilks’ k = .609, v2(df = 5) = 52.353 p < .001.
The DFA correctly allocated 90 (50 + 40) of the 110 documents from the total set,
resulting in an accuracy of 81.82 % (the chance level for this analysis is 50 %). For the
leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV), the discriminant analysis allocated 89
(50 + 39) of the 110 texts for an accuracy of 80.90 % (see the confusion matrix
reported in Table 4 for detailed results). The measure of agreement between the actual
author and that assigned by the model produced a weighted Cohen’s Kappa of 0.636,
demonstrating substantial agreement.
Table 4. Confusion matrix for DFA classifying texts pertaining to different orators based on
writing style properties.
M. Eminescu

I.C. Bratianu

Total

Whole set

M. Eminescu
I.C. Bratianu

50
5

15
40

65
45

Crossvalidated

M. Eminescu
I.C. Bratianu

M. Eminescu
50
6

I.C. Bratianu
15
39

Total
65
45

4 Conclusions and Future Work
This research presents an in-depth study conducted to compare the work of two
Romanian orators in terms of speciﬁcities of their writing style. The results reveal
signiﬁcant and interesting differences with regards to the degree of word elaboration
(length and polysemy count), word diversity, as well as local cohesion reflected in the
intra-paragraph and sentence-paragraph semantic similarity measures. Mihai Eminescu,
probably due to the fact that he was also a great poet (considered the most important
poet in Romania’s literature), used more elaborated, lengthier words. Sentences contained fewer, but more diverse words, and paragraphs were more self-contained and
cohesive that in the case of I.C. Brătianu. The journalistic texts of both orators are very
complex (more than 30 words per sentence) and the selected features were successfully
used to predict the author of a given text based on the underlying writing style
properties, thus highlighting a clear demarcation between their work.
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As extension of this study, we envision the inclusion of texts pertaining to other
representative Romanian authors from different time periods and, potentially, other
genres (for example, novels and essays) in order to identify additional individual traces
of their writing style. This will also enable us to model trends in the time evolution of
the Romanian language.
Acknowledgments. This work has been partially funded by the 2008-212578 LTfLL FP7
project, as well as the EC H2020 project RAGE (Realising and Applied Gaming Eco-System);
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